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I. BACKGROUND

ALAB-924

In ALAB-924, 30 NRC 331 (1989), the Appeal Board

remanded to this Board an issue concerning implementation of

the sheltering option for the general summer-beach
population necr the Seabrook Station.1 The Appeal Board

explained that, notwithstanding the low probability of
employing. sheltering as a protective action for the

1

The remanded issues were on review from the Partial
Initial Decision on the New Hampshire Radiological Emergency j

| . . .
'

Response Plan, LBP-88-32, 28 NRC 667 (1988).
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transient summer beach population, so long as sheltering

remains an option under the NHRERP, respective implementing
measures are required. 30 NRC at 368.

LBP-90-12

In obedience to ALAB-924, and in disposing of related

motionu to reopen the record, this Board reported that the

New Hampshire Radiological' Emergency Response Plan (NHR?:RP)

does not provide for actually sheltering the general tearl
population. Rather, the plan employs a " shelter-in-p) ace"
concept.2 We noted that Richard Strome, then Director of

the New Hampshire office of Emergency Management, had

explained how the " shelter-in-place" concept would be
implemented:

New Hampshire employs the " Shelter-in-Place"
concept. This provides for sheltering at the
location in which the sheltering instruction is
received. Those at home are to shelter at home;
those at work or school are to be sheltered in theworkplace or school. building. Transients located ,

indoors or in private homes will be asked to:

shelter at the locations they are visiting if this
is feasible. Transients without access to an
indoc~ location will be advised to evacuate as
uickly as possible in their own vehicles (itg.,
.e ''ehicles in which they arrived) . Departing

,

;

.ients will be advised to close the windows of
4

.r vehicles and use recirculating air until !
'

._f have cleared the area subject to radiation.
necessary, transients without transportation
seek directions to a nearby public building I

iciom local emergency workers. (NHRERP Vol.~1,
p. 2.6-6.)

2
Memorandum and Order (Ruling on Certain Remanded and

Referred Issues), LBP-90-12, 31 NRC 427, May 3, 1990.
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LDP-90-12, 31 NRC 427, 444, citing Applicants' Direct

!Testimony No. 6, ff. Tr. 10,020, Appendix 1, at 4-5. I

We also reviewed the rare circumstances that must
prevail before the " shelter-in-place" option would be the

{
(most effective in achieving maximum dose reduction under a '

" condition (1)" scenario.3

After reviewing the evidentiary record and post-hearing i

information, the Licensing Board souqht further guidance
from the Appeal Board. We reported that " actual sheltering

3
(1) The release must be nonparticulate (gaseous)

and of short duration. This is most oftenreferred to as a " puff" release.
(2) The release must be predicted to arrive at

the beach within a relatively short time period, when,
because of a large beach population the evacuation time
would be significantly longer than the exposure ;

'duration. The purpose is to avoid a situation in which
a sheltered population would be exposed or reexposed to
radioactive particulates deposited on the ground
(groundshine) during their nubsequent, postrelaaso
evacuation.

(3) There cannot have been an earlier order forbeach closing or evacuation.

(4) And most important of all, emergency
decisionmakers must believe in~ .dvance with strono
confidence that all of the several elements calling for
actual sheltering are aad will remain present
throughout the emergency.

31 NRC at 440-41.

We also noted an important aspect of item (4) above.Shelter-in-place will not be an option whr.never the
potential remains that a later evacuation of the beach area
would be required. Id. at 451-52; Tr. 28,161-64.

. ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _
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( of the general beach population is a vanishingly_ improbable
'

protective action choice-under the NHRERP" and stated that
j

there was no need to amend the NHRERP to include

implementing detail for sheltering that population. 31 NRC
at 453-54.

We also stated that a review of the record following
the remand in ALAB-924 disclosed uncertainty about some
details of the NHRERP. Although there was no significant

;

safety issue remaining, we suggested that the Appeal _ Board

might consider supplementing ALAB-924 by providing greater
t

discretion to the Licensing Board to resolve any remaining-
uncertainties. Id.

Subsequently,-after considering further information.and-

discussing with tha parties aspects relating to " condition
(2)" (impediments to evacuation), the Licensing Board

recommended that the referrals to the Appeal Board in LBP-

90-12 be vacated and ruled that1the issues remanded in ALAB-
924 had been resolved.'

ALAB-939

In ALAB-939, tee Appeal Board declined to-accept our

ruling that the sheltaring issue remanded in ALAB-924 had
,

been resolved, although it recognized that the need for

implementing detail for sheltering "has for all practical

'LBP-90-20, 31 NRC 581, 585, 588 (1990).

U
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purposes been vitii 32 NRC 16rs, 178-79. Instead, the..-

Appsal Board adopted our earlier cuggestion that we be

afforded greater discretion to resolve uncertainties in the
record.8 However, the Appeal Board identified its own set

of uncertainties in New Hampshire's planning for the general
beach population

(W)e find it incumbent upon the Licensing Board to
ensure that, as a consequence of evidence
previously submitted by applicants in the course
of the hearing, several related matters are
clarified. First, because the evidence presented
by applicants indicates that automobiles are
assigned no cloudshine sheltering value by
planners, the Board should ensure that the record !

contains an adequately supported explanation for {

distinguishing between those nontransportation-
'

dependent beachgoers already within a building,
who will be directed to shelter, and all other
beachgoers, who will be directed to go to their
cars and ovacuate, in terms of condition (1)'s
purpose of utilizing sheltering for " achieving
maximum dose reductxon." In addition given the
testimony by New Hampshire emergency p,lanning
officials suggesting the need to distinguish i

between suitable and unsuitable shelter, the
Licensing Board should ensure that the record is
clear as to whether such measures are necessary
relative to the " shelter-in-place" option as nowdescribed by the State. Finally, given i,

applicants' evidence acknowledging the central
'

importance of quality emergency notification
messages, the Licensing Board should ensure that
any EBS/ beach public address message proposed for
use relative to condition (1) makes clear thesteps that all members of the beach population are
to take in the event that a " shelter-in place," as
now deceribed by the State, is recommended.

32 NRC at 179-80 (citations and footnotes omitted).

_

5
32 NRC at 179.

__-_ _ - _ _ _ _
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This Board sought the advice of the parties on how to

proceed with the clarification required in ALAB-939.

Responses were filed by the State of New Hampshire,' the

redoral Emergency Management Agency,7 NRC Staff,a
>

Licensees,' Intervenors New England Coalition on Nuclear

Power and the Massechusetts Attorney General,10 and Seacoast

Anti-Pollution League.11 The parties joined the Board in a

tolophoned prehearing conference to discuss the responses.12

II. PARTIES' POSITIONS ON ALAB-939.AND ANALYSIS

The State of New Hampshire, TEMA, and the NRC Staff now

statn that there is no " shelter-in-place" proviolon in the
i!HRERP for ERPA-A, the area within two miles of the Seabrook
Station including the beaches. Thus, according to the

' Memorandum of the Stato of New Hampshire on ALAB-939,January 10, 1991.
l

Advice of the Federal Emergency Management Agency
Regarding Issues Raised by ALAB-939, January 11, 1991.

'NRC Staff Views on Matters Referred to in ALAB-939January 11, 1991. ,

'Licenceos' Response to the Memorandum and Order of
November 14,
Re ALAB-939, January 10,1990 of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board1991-

10

Memorandum of the Intervec. ors on the remandedSheltering Issues, January 10, 1991.
II

SAPL Response to Memorandum and Order of November 19,1990 Ret ALAB-939.
in preceedings before this Board and its response was notSAPL is not av.thorized to participateconsidered.

2
Tr. 24,453-99, January 23, 1991.

,
. _
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government parties, the premise of ALAD-939 is incorrect.

Licensees adopt the same position, and argue further that

the clarification of the first two items required in ALAB-

939, while irrelevant, can be found in the evidentiary
record.

The Board initially perceived a change of position on

the part of Neu Hampshire and FEMA, and as we explain below,
there h6s been, at minimum, a change in focus. lIntervenors |

would ignore any such change and . seek to litigate the three

areas seen by the A9 peal Board as needing clarification.

NewJ mochire's Evolvina PositioD

Early in 1990, in attempting to comply with the remand,

in ALAB-924, the Board considered the comments of the State

of How Hampshire and the affidavits of New Hampshire's
leading emergency planning officers.13 We regarded some

portions of New Hampshire's comments to be "unigmatic,"

including the following identical portions of the affidavits

of tho Emergency Management Director, Mr. George L. Iverson,
and the Public Health D; rector, Dr. William Wallace:

4. Where implementation of protective action
is deemed appropriate (itg. - a prognosis of
decreasing ability to mitigate the emergency at
the plant) ovacuation is preferred and ggnerally

13

State of New Hampshire's Comments Regarding
Applicant's Response to Licensing Board Order of January 11,
1990, February 16, 1990, with Iverson and Wallace Affidavitsattached.

.

_ _ .- -
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Will be the selected protective action option.
San NHRERP Rev. 3, 2/90, Vol. 1, p. 2.6-11.

I

5 .. The October 1988 amendments to the NHRERP
confirmed the procedures underlying this
protective action option by climinating a shelter-
in-place recommendation for ERPA-A whenever the
potential remains for a later evacuation of the
beach area.

,

6. The plannad protective action for ERPA-A
in the event of declaration of a Genera 2 Em6rgency
is evacuation. However, the option of
recommending shelter-in-place for ERPA-A yas not
orecluded by the amendments to the NHRERP in
October 1988 or in any subsequent amendments or
revisions. Tho shelter-in-place option remains
for the so-called " puff release" scenario, and may.

also be exercised when physical impediments make
evacuation impossible.

7. The shelter-in-place option is affirmed
by the provisions of the NHRERP whicht (a) permit
consideration of a recommendation of shelter-in-place of ERPA-A in the event of a release of
radioactive material at the Site Area Emergency
(NHRERP Rev. 3, Vol. 8, Sec. 7, p. 6.1-7) ; and (b)
allow for recommending shelter-in-place of ERPAs,

;
other than ERPA-A at the General Emergency (NHRERP
Rev. 3, Vol. 8, p. 6.1-8).

31 NRC at 451-52 (emphasis added).

Also at that time, counsel for the State affirmed that
the "NHRERP provides for sheltering the general beach

population in two very limited circumstances (condition
(1), and condition (2)) . "l' Again, on May 28, 1990, counsel

for New Hampshire informed the Appeal Board that the

shelter-in-place option has not been precluded for the

condition (1) (puff reloise) scenario providing that several

.

l'Naw Hampshire's February 16, 1990 Comments at 2.

>
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appropriate preconditions "cannot be categorically ruled
out.als

Following ALAB-939, in response to our request for
advice, the State of New hampshire stated that it

" reaffirms that with respect to Condition (1), the short
duration nonparticulate gaseous puff release, evacuation -

not shelter-in-place - is the nianngd protective action."I',

In support of this reaffirmation, N3w Hampshire refers us to
its two 1990 pleadings, nypra. Thus, according to the

State, it is not necessary to be concerned with the dose

reduction factor of automobiles. Nor is there any need for

; an EBS message addressing a non-existent shelter-in-pince
:

option for the beach population.17

As to whether New Hampshire has changed its position

from the ALAB-924 romand to the ALAB-939 remand, we note,

that Mr. Iverson and Dr. Hallace did in fact state in their
February 1990 affidavits that "the planned protective Action

for ERPA-A in the event of a declaration of a general
15

Comments of the State of New Hampshire Regarding
NHRERP Sheltering and LDP-90-12, at 2-3, May 28, 1990. Thispleading, filed with the Appeal Board, was refiled with the
Licensing Board with New hampshire's Memorandum of May 31,

This information was provided to us in anticipation1990.
of the Board's prehearing conference of June 5, 1990, and in
part, persuaded the Board that the sheltering issue remanded ,

!in ALAB-924 had been resolved. LBp-90-20, 31 NRC at 58b, |588.
l

l' Memorandum of the State-of New Hampshire on ALAB-
|939, January 10, 1991, at 1-2 (emphasis added).

17N.16, supra.

,

__
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| emergency is evacuation." However the balance of the same
I

,

! paragraph states that " shelter-in-place for ERPA-A was not ,

precluded" by relevant amendments to the NKRERP, and that,

t

j the " shelter-in-place option remains for-the so called ' puff-
'

,

release' scenario . ." Page 7~0, gggra, paragraph 6...

Moreover, New Hampshire's counsel then viewed'"(e]vacuation
'

,

; as the oreferred (not planned) protective action for the '

!

; beach population."1"
:

; As noted, in examining the matter pursuant to-ALAB-
4

i 939, the Board perceived an evolution in-the positions of
New Hampshire and FEMA on_the beach shelter-in-place'' issue.,

:

! Tr. 28,462. Queried by the Board, counsel for New Hampshire
1

explained that any difference between the. State's position
following ALAB-924 and its present position on ALAB-939 is,

'

,

one of focus. Tr. 28,466-67. counsel. reemphasized that

since October 1988, evacuation is the.only planned

protective action for ERPA-A_and that the references to
1

" shelter-in-place" for that area are simply an indication,

i
,

that shelter-in-place is not precluded if." circumstances
that we can't foresee arise." Tr. 28,467-68,.28,487-88. t

I

I
:
.. FEMA's Evolvino Position
s

(- On February'- 16, 1990, FEMA explained to the~ Appeal
i-

Board that "the ' shelter-in-place' concept of-NHRERP has.
;

f

L l'May 28, 1990 Comments at 2.

i

1

~ , -- . . - . _ - - - - . - , - . . _ . . - . - - . , . . . . , . . . . - . . - _ - . _ . - . - . - . . . . ._ _.-.
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since at least February 11, 1988 called for the transient
beach population to evacuate and for the people indoors to
remain indoors."I'

Again, on May 30, 1990, FEMA informed this Board that

we correctly understand (in LBP-90-12), that the shelter-
in-place concept in the NHRERP would call for "immediate I

evacuation of all the summer beach day trippers with their
own transportation and without access to shelter." FEMA

explained again that people in buildings or those who may
enter buildings immediately without direction from officials
would utilize those buildingc as shelter.20

But in its pleading of January 11, 1991, in response to
our request for advice on ALAB-939, FEMA stated that "it is
impossible to have the combination of events to constitute
' Condition l' because the requisite certainty will never
exist that a given accident will not get worse." Therefore,

FEMA states that it has approved the NHRERP with the

interpretation that evacuation, not shelter-in-place, is the

protective actions for ERPA-A at a general emergency.
;

Therefore, according to FEMA, it is unnecessary to address

the first two issues sent down in ALAB-939, and is not

l' Response of the Fedaral Emergency Management Agency
to Emergency Motion'of the Intervenors to reopen the Record
as to the need for Sheltering in certain circumstances,February 11, 1990, at 2. ERA ala2 Id. at 3, 4, 6.

20

Memorandum of the Federal Emergency Management Agency
Regarding Resolution of ALAB-924 Issues, May 30, 1990, at 3.

_
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necessary to have additional EBS messages for a condition
(1) r.cenario. Condition (1), FEMA repeats, is " entirely
theoretical and will never come Lbout at a General Emergency
for ERPA-A."21

'

.

While FEMA disavows any substantive change of position

on the beach sheltering issue, FEMA's-counsel acknowledged
i that its earlier position "wasn't as clear as it:needed to

be." Tr. 28,466-67. FEMA now focuses _more sharply on

aspects of the issue which came to light in connection with
i

our inquiry in response to ALAB-924. First, FEMA cites to;

our findings that "so long as the potential remains for a

J
later evacuation the State of New Hampshire states that it!

will not ever recommend shelter-in-place. "22 New in FEMA's
! position is the realization that a condition (1) scenario is
; categorically ruled out (as compared to extremelyI

; improbable) at a general emergency in ERPA-A since a later
,

_ ovacuation can never-be ruled out. Tr. 28,466-67.
i

:

t

NRC Staff's Position
.

|

The NRC Staff, responding to the Board's request for

advice on the ALAB-939 issues, states that "[t]he NHRERP,
j approved by FEMA, provides for evacuation, and not. shelter-
!
4

: in-place, as a protective action for ERPA-A-in'a Generali
,

i 21
i FEMA Advice, January 11, 1991, at 2-3.

22
3 FEMA ady' ice of January 11,~1991, at 2,.citina LBP-
) 90-12, 31 HRC 427, 452..

i

)
,

'

'
. . _ - - .. -. - _ , . . , . . . - . _ _ . _ . _ _ . ,i....,...-~..;..-,...,~-_.. - . _ , ., ._, ,u._........_
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Emergency." Moreover, according to the Staff, "(a)t the
very most, the shelter-in-place concept for the beach,

population is merely an unplanned Ad h22 option available to
,

the State of New Hampshire."23 By way of analysis, the

Staff reviews the unlikely set of circumstances needed to $

; establish a condition (1) event and concludes:

The occurrence of the combination of circumstances in
the condition 1 scenario (including strong confidence
in the fact that the elements that call for shelterwill remain constant).is so unlikely as to be, for

; emergency planning purposes, a null set.
; id.
;

!

Licensees' position

j Licensees have acceded to Now Hampshire's

| interpretation of its own radiological emergency response
; plan since the Stata challenged Licensee's-interpretation _of

the October 1988 amendments to- the plan.24 Licensees now
j adopt New Hampshire's position that_there is no need for an

EBS/ beach public address message about sheltering.25
.

However, Licensees offer advice respecting the first two

23
NRC Staff Views on Matters Referred in ALAB-939,.

January 11, 1991, at 1-2, citing, inter alia, Tr. 14,241(Keller). _

24
,

Applicants'-Advice to Licensing Board Re. Erroneous
Statements in Applicants' Response to Licensing-Board Order
of January 11, 1990, February 16, 1990,

25
Licensees' January'11, 1991 Response at 3.

_.
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items sent down in ALAB-939 as we discuss below under
Section III.

Intervenors' position

Intervenors argue that the present record does not

address any of the issues sent down in ALAB-939 and that a

full blown hearing with discovery is required.26 The Board
discusses the merits of that position below. For now, our

attention remains directed to the current provisions of the
NHRERP with respect to shelter-in-place in ERPA-A. In

general, Intervenors attribute to the NHRERP not only its
express provisions, but impute to it inferences to be drawn

from what State officials and TEMA have said about the plan
as we have discussed above.27 However, as we note in the

next section, Intervenors have joined in a stipulation
concerning which portions of the NHRERP are relevant to
resolving the issues before up.

III. FURTHER ANALYSIS

rollowing the prehearing conference of the parties, the
Licensing Board noted the need for a common, clear

understanding and identification of the relevant express
.

26

Memorandum of the Intervenors on the RemandedSheltering Issues, January 10, 1991.
27

Response of the Mass AG and NECHP to the LicensingBoard's Order of January 24, 1991, February 14, 1991.
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provisions of the NHRERP as it has evolved since August 1986

-- the version received into evidence as Applicants'
Exhibit 5. We noted that there are important distinctions

to be made among, for example, (1) the express provisions of.
]

the NHRERP, (2) State and FEMA interpretations of the

express provisions, and (3) protective actions, possibly
reserved as ad h2s options, that are not precluded by the
NHRERP. We directed the Licensee to prepare a common

reference document containing the relevant protective

actions for ERPA-A showing changos from the August 1986
versions of the plan.28 Licensees submitted such a document

(hereinafter " Reference Document") on January 28, 1991.29

For the purposes of resolving.the ALAB-939 issues, the

Reference Document is as important for what it doesn't say >

as it is for what it does say.

The Reference Document reveals that in the August'1986

version of the NHRERp, sheltering is recommended for
j portions of ERPA-A in a general emergency.- Reference ;i

j Document at 11. As late as the February 1988 version of the
l'

4- 2s
Nemorandum and-order, January 24,'1991.:

|.
j The Reference Document has its own; numbering system-

29

superimposed upon,the numbering of its constituent4

j documents. Our-references are to the Reference Document-j page numbers.- All parties stipulated that the Reference
$

Document is sufficiently complete and accurate for=the.
i purposes stated.in our January 24, _ 1991 memorandum.- We are'

informed that references to Attachments A and C in.the! October 1988, Rev. 2 version (at 64) are to Attachment A andj C to the February 1988'Rev. 2 V6rsion.(at- 55-59, 61-62)..
{ Letter, Dignan to Board, February 12,- 1991.4
I

i

!
4

<
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plan, sheltering remaincd a protective option for the

seasonal beach population in ERPA-A during a general
emergency. Id. at 35. Thereafter, beginning in October,

1988, evacuationsis always the protective action for ERPA-A
in general emergencies. No aspect of sheltering is provided

,

for ERPA-A-in a general emergency. Id., 32g., at 64, 79,

84, 65.

It should also be noted that the so-called " condition
(1)" and " puff release" and their various dimensions are not
a part of the NHRERP. Reference Document, oassim. In the

-one place where " shelter-in-place" is an option for the
balance of the plume exposure EPZ because of evacuation

constraints, the NHRERP cautions that at a general

emergency, evacuation is nevertheless the preferred
protective action for ERPA-A. Id. at 85-86.

We conclude, therefore, that New Hampshire Emergency

Planning officials have not changed'their position on the
" shelter-in-place" option as it relates to.ERPA-A it,a
general emergency. Mr. Iverson.and Dr. Wallace selected
their words carefully in their affidavits of February 16,

t

1990, quoted-at 7-B, supra. The shelter-in-place concept'
has not existed in the NRRERP in a general emergency for
ERPA-A since October 1988. Whatever force the concept has'

for ERPA-A exists only in the minds of the New Hampshire

radiological emergency decisionmakers as an ad h22 ,

possibility for unforeseen events.
,
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| Our discussion in LBP-90-12 of what the earties said
about the shelter-in-place concept in the NHRERP rather than

:

i the provisions of the plan itself invited the inference that

a shelter-in-place concept in the NHRERP still pertained to
ERPA-A in general emergencies.30 The focus of the response

by this Board and the parties in addressing the issues
,

remanded in ALAB-924 was'whether NKRERP included an option

to actually shelter the general-(nontransportation-
dependent) transient beach population as compared to the

evacuation element of the shelter-in-place option as it was
litigated during the NHRERP phase of the proceeding.

Regardless of the reason, because of the changes in the
NHRERP, this Board cannot ensure that the three items sent

down in ALAB-939 are clarified by evidence previously

submitted by Licensees in the course of the hearing.
Nevertheless, if one were to assume, for whatever

unforeseen reason, that the shelter-in-place concept still
obtained in ERPA-A in a general emergency, Licensees have-

i

addressed items sent down in ALAB-939. With-respect to the-

first item, Licensees cite to the evidentiary record to '

explain that those in the beach population who are(directed. J

to go to their cars and evacuate-at a general _ emergency are

I
|

303.33 cenera1ly.-31 NRC at-439-55.

|

--

_. _

]
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so directed because the transportation value of automobiles, '

not for any dose reduction factor afforded by automobiles.31

Similarly, New Hampshire observes that "[t]he NHRERP

does not consider the automobile an a location for
i

sheltering. "32
;

Again assuming for argument that shelter-in-place

would be considered as an ad h2G Protective action in ERPA-
A in a general emergency, there is better record support

than the terse comments by Licensees and New Hampshire

available to clarify the Appeal Board's first area of
,

concern. In LBP-90-12, we quoted at length the explanation
of New Hampshire's Mr. Strome of why evacuation is the

dominant aspect of the shelter-in-place concept. Mr.

Strome's explanation is directly relevant-to the Appeal
Board's first area of concern. In simple terms, the

,

dictinction between sheltering those h1 ready at shelters and

evacuating those who are not, is that ting, thus doses,
would be saved by not first moving the unsheltered 1

a

population to sheltering.33

31Licensees' Responso to the Memorandum and Order of'

November 14, 1990 of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Re ALAB-939, January 10, 1991, at 2-3, citino Appl. Dir.No. 6, ff. Tr. 10,222, Appendix 1, pp. 4 of 47 and 8 of 47;
Tr. 10,181-82; Tr. 10,464-66; and Tr. 10,551-52.

32
New Hampshire's January 10, 1991 Memorandum at 2.

33

(T]he State feels that if a release of radiation
warranted movement of the public, they are much
more likely to be afforded meaningful dose ,

|
<

;

_ _ _ ,
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With respect to the second concern of ALAB-939, ita.,
the suggestod need to distinguish between suitable and

unsuitable shelter, Licensees cite to Tr. 10,147-51 and,

Tr. 10,578 to the effect that suitable shelter is the
equivalent of " indoor locations.r3' Licensees are correct.

The Appeal Board itself identified similar testimonyt 133., i

suitable shelter means accessible shelter. Tr. 10,206-07.

The Appeal Board's query was founded on the testimony of New

Hampshire's Mr. Bond (Tr. 10,757) to the effect that there

may be a need to dirtinguish between suitable and unsuitable
shelter.35 Mr. Bond's testimony on thim point is an

aberration and was not given weight by the Licensing Board
in LDP-88-32, 28 NRC 667 (1988).

reductions by moving out of the EPZ than by moving
to a shelter within the EPZ. This is the case
since the members of the public would be, in
effect, " evacuating" to a shelter. This action-would require forming family groups or social
units prior to moving, deciding whether to seek '

;

shelter or evacuate spontaneously, choo. sing a mode
of transportation (113., walk or ride), seeking a ,

'

destination (lug., home or shelter), and-
undertaking the physical movement. Furthermore, i

since-sheltering is a~ temporary protective action,
those that sought-public shelter would be faced
with the prospect of assuming some dose while 4

see.4ing shelter more while shelterinmore during a su,bsequent evacuation. g, and even i

31 NRC at 445.
i

3' Licensees' January 10, !

1991 Response at 3.
35

32 NRC at 174,-notes 40, 41.

,
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i

IV. CERTIFIED OUESTION
,

!
1

For the reasons stated above, the Licensing Board

cannot comply with the directive in ALAB-939 to ensure that

the stated matters be clarified based upon evidence adduced
;

during the course of the hearing because tb.re have been

material changes in the NMRERP since the close of-the
; evidentiary record. No party disputes that there have been
i changes relating to protective actions planned for ERPA-A.- ,

- Hor is the nature of the changes in dispute. The changes ;

) have been established by reliable, albeit nonevidentiary '
i

: information.3'
,

The Licensees and the NRC Staff urge this Board to
*

certify to the Appeal Board a question, an affirmative
-;

I
i

b answer to which would permit considering the post-hearing
; information as a basis for resolving the ALAB-939 issues.37

,

.

Intervenors correctly sense that such a course would

lead to a resolution of the remanded issues without-
reopening the evidentiary record. - They oppose the question

proposed by Licensees, and stand by their position that this-

Board should reopen-the record, permit discovery and conduct

3' Stipulation and Reference Document; Memorandum of the
State of New Hampshire on ALAB-939; and-the' attestation

-

under oath-lar George Iverson,' Director of the New HampshireOffice of Emergency Management.
37

Licensees' Suggestion for Certified Question,January 28, 1991; NRC Staff Comments on Licensees' Proposed
'

Certification Question Regarding Sheltering, February 15,1991.

i
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.

._ a hearing on the beach sheltering issues. In the
! ,

alternative, Intervenors propose a question to be certified
which hypothesizes that the shelter-in-place option as4

; understood in ALAB-939 remains a protective action for ERPA-
$ A under the NHRERP. They would require a litigation of the

f protection afforded to.those in the beach population who
{

would evacuate under a shelter-in-place option.38
s

We cannot accept Intervenors' advice to reopen the
;

evidentiary record, in part, because we lack jurisdiction to
,

do so. Our jurisdiction, as we understand ALAB-939, is
limited to examining the evidentiary record as it existed at
the close of the hearing.

Even assuming jurisdiction, we'would not reopen the

evidentiary record for the litigation sought by Intervenors. i

For one thing, Intervenors wish to amend a record which '

"does not reflect any calculation as to the level.of dose

that vill be received by the evacuating portion of the beach

population under the present ' shelter-in-place' option."3'

Apparently the Intervenors have forgotten the Commission's

rejection of their measured-doses concept.of emergency
planning. CLI-90-2, 31 NRC 197, aff'd,-Commonwealth of

Massachusetts v. NRC, Nos. 89-1309, 90-132, 90-1218,
;

38
Respense of the Mass AG and NECNP to the Licensing !

Board's Order of January 24. 1991, February 14, 1991.

3'Intervenors.' Memorandnm, January 10, 1991.

}.
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|

F.2d , slip gg. at 33 (D.C. Cir. January 25, 1991)
(exclusion of Sholly/Beyea testimony not improper).

1

In addition, the Intervenors do not explain how a
reopened litigation on sheltering versus evacuation of the

beach population will bring a better understanding of how to
avoid doses to that population. There has already been

extensive litigation of that very issue. LBp-88-32, 28 NRC

at 750-776.

The general tenor of Intervonors' pleadings before us
on ALAB-939 issues is that they wish to resurrect a defeated

litigation strategy that, under NRC regulations, sheltering
is an essential protective action option for the general
beach population.40 However, in sending this matter down to

us, the Appeal Board expressly Ltated that it does not

attempt to impose upon New Hampshire officials a requirement
that they adopt sheltering for that population. ALAB-939,
32 NRC at 174, 178.

V. CONCLUSION

The Board certifies the following question to the
Appeal Board:

May the Licensing Board treat the post-hearing
amendments to the New Hampshire Radiological
Emergency Response plan (NHRERP) and the
January 10, 1991 Memorandum of the State of New
Hampshire, atte,*ed to by Mr. Iverson ;

'

i

Run., Intervenors' Memorandum at 2-5; Response
.

'

at 4, 7.
!

1

!

,

, , . - , ,. , . , . . , ,
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(Tr. 28,493), to the effect that evacuation is the
only planned protective action for the general
beach population in ERPA-A at the General
Energency Level under the NHRERP as resolving thematters posed in ALAB-9397 -

-{
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